March, 2013: Students disrupt Marvin Krislov's interview on CNN regarding
the recent hate-related incidents on campus, chanting "NO BULLSHIT!"
Students sought to highlight not only the recent escalation of hate-related
incidents on campus, but place them in the context of a campus climate in
which the administration has historically ignored the concerns of students
of color. According to one student who participated in the disruption, it was
motivated by a desire to take "direct action to be made present and visible.
We wanted to make it loud and clear that things weren't right."

No Bullshit.
*We don’t pretend to know everything. These narratives belong to a small
group of students at Oberlin. This zine is intended to function as an open
source document. We have tried our best to fact-check everything, and we
believe it to be mostly accurate. However, there are still voices that need to
be heard that have been left out, so we encourage you to take from this and
build off of it. If you have any questions,
contact oberlindisorientation@gmail.com.

Dear Reader,
Histories are always incomplete-usually compiled by white cis
gendered men (meaning someone who identifies as the gender they
were assigned at birth). This zine in ways continues that legacy of
telling incomplete histories. Who gets to tell narratives? This is
something I often ponder. Usually people with money, power, time,
educational privilege and access. The content tells the story of some of
the controversial and amazing student struggles battled in this
institution. As students, we have to realize that the creation of
institutions serve the interest of the national/global elite, ie. White, cis
gender males--we are in a society that affirms their histories.
If you took a minute to google any educational institution you will find
its history laced with racist, sexist, ablelist etc. stories. Many scholars
have spoken about the importance of history and its importance in
understanding struggles and the value of knowing where we come
from so that we know where we are going.
This zine is offering different stories-, the experiences we often
overlook instead of giving credit to. Through this, we might better
understand how they have shaped the places we enter/the world. We
often want to look over troublesome happenings, but, what does it
mean when we acknowledge them? What can we gain by using them
as places to reference and to grow from? Here at Oberlin you will read
a lot. You will be doing a lot of critical thinking and often find yourself
grappling with things you have never thought about, like cis gendered
privilege. Maybe you are not there yet but, hopefully no matter what
your life trajectory is, it will include trying to eradicate racism, sexism,
classism and all the other isms that don't allow us to love each other,
take care of our earth and nurture ourselves as we better the world.
We have a long way to go, and in many ways as privileged folks in
varying degrees (for instance, we all have educational privilege just by
entering Oberlin) we have to work on realizing how progress is a long
and, in some ways, never ending process.
I am urging you to think, and that, in itself, is an act of resistance.

• Guess? Inc., a high-end clothing manufacturer with a long history
of exploitative sweatshop later.
Since Oberlin invests a large portion of its endowment through
hedge fund managers, the list of companies that we are invested in
is constantly changing and some of the information presented on
the Transparency Project site may be outdated. However, since
there has been no administrative movement towards investment
transparency, this list is the best we have and at least gives us some
indication of Oberlin’s investment practices.
In the summer of 2011, the Board of Trustees voted to disband the
SRIC, apparently in retaliation for disclosing this list of companies,
even though not all SRIC members were responsible for the release
and no SRIC members had ever committed to any kind of
confidentiality agreement. It is worth noting that as of summer
2012, Oberlin's Board of Trustees includes at least 11 current or
former investment bankers previously employed by financial
institutions such as Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch, Morgan
Stanley, and Chase Bank. To learn more about the role of financial
institutions in the global economy, please see the film Inside Job,
available at the college library, or enroll in The Political Economy
of Advanced Capitalism with Professor Chris Howell.
The list of companies is available online here:
https://sites.google.com/site/theoberlintransparencyproject/shortlist-of-companies-we-are-invested-in
More information on some of these companies is available on the
Transparency Project website. If you would like to contribute
research to the site, please email: oberlininvestinfo@gmail.com.
The Trustees Investment Committee includes: Tom Kutzen (Chair),
Leah Modigliani (Vice Chair), Amy Chen, David Shapira, Alan
Wurtzel, Peter Rathjens (non-trustee), Hirschel Kasper (faculty –
Professor of Econonmics), Tom Cooper (Debt Subcommittee)

Peace

Social Responsibility and
Investment Practices at Oberlin
The Student Senate, in collaboration with the Board of Trustees, founded Oberlin’s
Socially Responsible Investment Committee (SRIC) in 2009. The SRIC was tasked
with advising the Investment Office on shareholder resolutions for companies in
which the College has long-term direct investments, as well as making
recommendations for principles of divestment to the Investment Office and the
Board of Trustees.
The Investment Office frequently ignored SRIC recommendations, all of which were
non-binding, and SRIC members were verbally discouraged from making divestment
recommendations by trustees from the Investment Committee.
In the spring of 2011, members of the SRIC published a list of companies that the
college invested in during the 2010-2011 school year. The list is available online.
Just a few companies of interest include:
• ExxonMobil, the energy giant which makes profit by
expropriating indigenous territory around the world, contaminating land from Alaska
to Louisiana to Nigeria with countless barrels of spilled oil, and cooking the world's
atmosphere.
• Range Resources, a company that has paid out millions
in fines and settlement costs for the health and safety violations it has willfully
committed while fracking Pennsylvania, just hours from Oberlin College.
• Diebold, a company that has fallen under immense
suspicion of rigging Ohio elections through its black box electronic voting machines.
• Watson Pharmaceuticals, which has generated extensive
profits by overcharging state Medicaid programs.
• The CIT Group, a corrupt player in the student and
subprime housing market loans business.

The college holds up much of Oberlin’s “history” as proof that we’re “progressive.”
There is a myth of Oberlin College as a crusader on the frontlines of the fight for justice.
In truth, Oberlin College is, like many other elitist, private institutions for higher
education, fundamentally concerned with the preservation of its status within the
dominant social order. Frequently, certain members of the student body and faculty –
often those directly bearing the burden of the oppression being challenged – advocate
for change, and the college structure sometimes gets dragged along. Below is a brief and
very incomplete look at some moments and movements of social change at Oberlin.
Founded in 1833 as a utopic religious community dedicated to evangelizing the nation’s
western frontier, Oberlin was from the beginning a visionary community of people interested
in the establishment of a radical social order. Bankrupt three years later, the Oberlin Trustees
initially opposed the offer of radical abolitionist students from Cincinnati’s Lane Seminary to
come bolster the school financially on the condition that students be admitted regardless of
race. They relented when assured we wouldn’t be the first school to take such a stance (we
were 3rd) and that this would bring donations from the rich Tappan Brothers.
By the 1850s, Oberlin was a hub for abolitionist
organizing. In 1858, upon hearing that escaped
slave John Price had been kidnapped by slave
catchers, several dozen townsfolk, black and
white, including profs and Trustees, broke
into the hotel in Wellington (thats about 15
minutes south of here) and freed Mr. Price. A
year later, three Oberlinians were involved in John Brown's raid on Harper's Ferry, and
during the Civil War over a thousand Oberlin men (out of a town of 2,500) volunteered in
the Union Army.
Unfortunately, most blacks lived in the Southeast Quadrant, with poor housing and sanitation.
The schools and churches were integrated, but social pressures kept many from attending or
forced them to drop out.
In the early 20th century, Oberlinians were heavily involved in the international peace
movements, and up to half of the student body belonged to the peace-related groups. In the
height of WWII, Oberlin elected a Japanese-American student as class president. In protest of
McCarthyism, students in the 50s elected the only Russian student as class president.
There are dozens of stories of the college's strict Victorian attitudes towards sex, most true.
Even in the early sixties, dating was only permitted in Wilder with doors ajar and women
were locked in their rooms by the later evening. Even with the doors open, three feet had to be
on the floor at all time.
The homophobia of American society was also very present on campus, and some of the
stories of the struggles of Oberlin’s LGBTQ students have been collected on
www.oberlinlgbt.org/content/ (check it out!). A group of alums also collected oral histories at
the first Lambda Alumni meeting in 1992 and published it as Into the Pink.
In the 60s many students spent summers with the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee

(SNCC) in Mississippi. At one point 14 busloads of Trustees, Faculty, and students went
to DC to protest Vietnam (the war, not the country). Students organized against military
recruiters on campus, culminating in the blockading of a recruiter vehicle on the corner of
Main and Lorain for four hours, during which protestors were tear-gassed. Classes were
cancelled the next day for a campus-wide conversation, and military recruiters were
banned from campus.
Black students and community members organized for black liberation in the 60s and 70s,
pushing for the creation of community education program for black youth (Shula Ya
Kesho), the Afro-American Studies Department (now Africana Studies), and the opening
of Afrikan Heritage House. However, many community members of color still felt
separated from the college and its radical students.

In the 1980s, community members from several
churches, along with students, helped to provide temporary asylum to families fleeing the
genocides caused by American imperialism in El Salvador and Guatemala in what was
called the “Overground Railroad.” Over a hundred people stayed in Oberlin on their way
north. Also in the 80s, the South African Divestment campaign had picked up - students
built “Shantytowns” behind Cox and organized a 300-strong protest outside the Trustee
Meeting. The college eventually, because of relentless student pressure and after many
other schools already had, divested its funds. More recently, in the spring of 2013,
Oberlin's Student Senate approved a resolution calling on the administration to divest from
companies providing support for Israeli occupation of Palestinian territory.
In the early 1990s, Oberlin was led by the fearless President Starr, who
attempted to bust employee unions and dismissed the idea that students of color might feel
unsafe on the campus. It ended with a nighttime protest outside his house where six
students were arrested; he left in 1993 with a $.5 million settlement.
Also in the early 90's, a program in the Student Development Office was
expanded to several internship positions focusing on communities of color. After antiAsian-American graffiti was painted on the side of the Memorial Arch, students marched
into Finney Chapel and demanded that resources be expanded. This became the
Multicultural Resource Center, and those academia-focused positions have become
community coordinators for marginalized communities on campus.
In the late 90s, Oberlin changed from need-blind to need-sensitive admissions. Basically,
your family's income can affect how you're considered for admission to this college – we
need a certain number of richer folks here to stay afloat. This remains an ongoing issue for
the college. Also around this time, relentless student and faculty pressure created the
Asian American History position (after the Association for Asian American Studies
threatened to boycott our college), as well as the Comparative American Studies (CAST)
Department. These areas exist and are supported because of student activism - in 2006
students held a silent protest in the Cox Administrative Building to preserve the Asian
American History position and faculty met with President Dye to have the position
preserved.

In the late 90s and early 2000s, students organized against sweatshop purchasing, pushing for
the creation of Purchasing Committee (any institutional purchase must be from an approved
source with good labor practices) and a ban on the college's purchasing of Coca-Cola products
(Union organizers in South America have a habit of turning up dead). In 2010, students
worked in solidarity with OCOPE (the white-collar union - administrative assistants and
libraries), whose negotiations with the college for a new contract had broken down, and
disrupted a Trustee dinner until President Krislov came out and agreed to resume talks with
the union.
In the early 2000s, the board of the Women’s Center petitioned Nancy Dye to change its name
to the Edmonia Lewis Center for Women and Transgender People. (Brief history lesson:
Edmonia Lewis was a black woman who attended Oberlin and was brutally assaulted and
harassed. She is widely recognized as an important artist; many of her works are on rotating
display at the Cleveland Museum of Art. None of her works are on display at the Allen. The
renaming of the center is a beginning attempt to honor this broken history).
Around this time, Oberlin students protested the invasion of Iraq, with buses of students
heading off to protests and leading large teach-ins with faculty and President Dye. Students
also went off to protest The School of the Americas, a torture training center run by the US
military that still operates today.
Oberlin's police department (OPD) has come under scrutiny in recent years for acts of racial
profiling and excessive use of force. In one incident in the fall of 2007, a college first-year
was slammed against the pavement on her head and placed under arrest for yelling because a
cop was tackling another student who already had a torn ACL. Students expressed outrage
over the incident, as well as dismay regarding the failure of the administration to respond
adequately and robustly condemn police violence against students of color.
In the fall of 2010, Karl Rove, the so-called political "architect" of George W. Bush, spoke at
Finney Chapel. Silent student protesters were removed from the event by Safety & Security
under the threat of arrest. The administration enlisted the help of OPD to regulate protest, and
armed police officers informed ejected student protesters that they would be charged with
trespassing for remaining on the steps of Finney Chapel. Three students declared Rove under
"citizen's arrest," and were forcibly removed from the event by Safety & Security as well as
subjected to disciplinary proceedings by the College. No charges were ever formally filed
against the student protesters.

Duty to Report: Any member of the campus community who believes
that their education or work experience has been subjected to sexual
harassment, sexual assault, sexual battery or rape should contact the
Office of Equity Concerns or and ADVOCATE MEMBER of the
Sexual Offense Policy Review Committee(SOPRC).
The Chaplin does not have a duty to report. If you or someone you
know wants an alternative space for support contact them.

In 2011, someone spray-painted a slur on the side of Dascomb. In 2012, someone broke into
Afrikana Heritage House and Third World House. and defaced art. In early 2013, posters on
campus were defaced with racist, anti- semitic, and queerphobic slurs, students and professors
were harassed, and a student spotted someone dressed in KKK regalia walking through South
Campus. Students and professors of color pressured the administration into canceling
classes, and in April 2013, student organizers presented a list of proposals for institutional
change, many of which will be successfully implemented this year. One administrator called it
“first time in decades that student activism worked the way that its supposed to.” See it:
https://sites.google.com/a/oberlin.edu/oberlin-student- working-groups/home/finalproposals.
Check out Acting Right: Re-Introducing Radical Activism to Oberlin College for the 21 st
Century as well as the Afrikana Community’s letter to the Oberlin Review for more context
on recent student experiences of discrimination.

Please note the following describes experience with sexual assault.

involved, the CWG point people can be reached through Dean Mary Gray,
Andrea Kalyn or Gloria Kim.
Solely having curriculum “about” cultures is not enough. It’s that people
who “belong to” or have an attachment to those cultures through family
lineage and heritage are given the option to pursue it at Oberlin Jazz and
Conservatory of Music. Currently, the curriculum is not meeting any
substantial standards for diversity and representation and needs an
extensive and critically thought-out overhaul. But again, it means nothing if
there aren’t enough students and professors of color that can even take
those classes in the first place.
Some afterthoughts:
What types of performance aesthetic are we privileging over others? How
does a Latina/o bachata sound differ than a white, European one? Which
one matters more? How does the con articulate that? How harmful is it to
call us an “elite” school of music when that type of positioning and selfauthorization functions to marginalize other peoples history, heritage, and
music - including African American music (R.I.P. Wendell Logan), Caribbean
and Latin American music (we love you Jackie Warren), North Indian music
(where’s Guruji Hasu Patel, Dean Kalyn?), and the U.S. musical theater
tradition, among others?
I encourage you to join ensembles or start one that makes you feel good and
affirms your artistry. Talk to your friends or professors about it. And don’t
take no for an answer. Trust your gut feelings. Also, to white
salsa/Latin/hip-hop bands and dance groups, make sure you leave room for
the folks who actually have a cultural connection to the music. It’s our music,
its our dance.
**The Con Working Group plans to hold interviews for a con student
autonomous group named the Conservatory Committee of Students. These
interviews will be assessed by the MRC staff and only chosen after a review
process of your application.

Afrikana Community Responds to Bigotry
The following is a version of a longer open letter written in April 2012
http://www.oberlinreview.org/article/afrikana-community-responds-bigotry/
We, the concerned members and allies of the Oberlin Afrikana community, are sick and
tired. We are sick and tired of the blatant disrespect that continues to be perpetuated
throughout this campus. We are sick and tired of European Americans referring to us,
even through the recitation of a rap song, as “nigger.” We are sick and tired of racist
vandalism of our space. We are sick and tired of our elders being grossly disrespected in
campus newspapers. We are sick and tired, and if we are ever to feel well again, Oberlin
as a community must come to acknowledge and work against the legacy of racism that
exists on this campus.
Oberlin tends to focus on its positive attributes. We have institutions such as the
memorials to the Underground Railroad that recall the groundbreaking legacy of our
town. These are wonderful things to honor and cherish, and we do not discount in the
least the significance of their presence. There has been a long history of people in this
town who have marched, risked their lives and bled to balance the scales of justice.
Afrikan Heritage House would not be all that it is today without that legacy, nor would
the Multicultural Resource Center wield the amount of power that it does today.
However, we cannot celebrate the good about ourselves without acknowledging the stark
legacy of the bad. Not too long ago in “equal Oberlin,” student Edmonia Lewis was
brutally beaten behind Keep while the Cleveland Plain Dealer printed words of hatred
against abolitionists and other “nigger-lovers.” Not too long ago in “equal Oberlin,” a
group of drunk white Oberlin students chanted every word in Biggie’s “Hypnotize” on
their front porch and cried “nigga” as if saying the word was their own ticket to freedom.
Not too long ago in “equal Oberlin,” anonymous posters on the online forum Obietalk
referred to president Obama as a “nigger,” proposed renaming Obietalk “the Nigger
Jungle,” called an upstanding student leader “niggerfaggot” and referred to all black
people as “fucking lowly niggers.”....
This semester, an unknown community member took the Imani sign down from the walls
of Lord lounge in Afrikan Heritage House, placed it on the lawn, and rubbed it in dirt. In
the Swahili language, imani signifies creed, conviction, confidence, honesty, trust,
conscience, compassion and kindness, but above all, imani means faith. It is one of the
seven principles of Kwanzaa and one of the ideological cornerstones of Afrikan Heritage
House. The defacement of this sign is an affront to the entire Africana community. It
demonstrates that Oberlin has become a place that accommodates people who would
rather act in anonymity than stand by their convictions and face the consequences of their
actions.. This is not an isolated instance, but one attached to multiple instances of
ignorance, intolerance and disrespect that have occurred on this campus for over 150
years. As the disgrace continues in 2012, we have almost lost all faith in the Oberlin
community. We have almost lost faith in the potential of the greater Oberlin community
to show sensitivity for its ethnically and economically marginalized members....

We will lose such faith no longer.
We believe, not that these injustices will not happen in the future in Oberlin, but
that if and when they do, they will be overwhelmed by a resounding response of
outrage and criticism from the entire College community. With this letter, we
declare an act of supreme courage and fearlessness. That is, we declare an act of
faith. It is an act of faith that rests only as a grain of sand on the continuous
seabed of activist work wrought by the hands of our ancestors at this nourishing
mother of justice, Oberlin College....
We have active faith that the administration will recognize and commit to
realizing Afrikan Heritage House as an environment maintained by and for
people who request to live there, and not as a place to simply stick students into
as overflow from the housing lottery. We have active faith in the student body to
increase its efforts to advocate for Afrikan Heritage House as a wonderful place
to live to incoming first-years. We have active faith that Oberlin will
acknowledge the ways that race, class and gender interact with the built
structures and layout of this campus, specifically with regards to the imaginary
but very real divide between North and South campus....
We have active faith that white people will feel deeply the potent legacy of the
transgressions of their ancestors, acknowledge how this legacy interacts with the
lives of everyday people of all races today, and take the painful but rewarding
road to redeeming these faults, lest they stay within the tepid territory of
inaction....
We have active faith that this institution will help us all to realize the radical
extents to which we have been indoctrinated into the racist, prejudiced,
Eurocentric modes of thought that pervade and dominate American discourse.
We have active faith that white people will understand the causes and
implications of the passion people of color express in discussions of race not as a
means of personal attack, but as a means of vigorously shifting discourse away
from a position that has for centuries ignored the concerns of the marginalized....
We have active faith that the College will passionately pursue the implementation
of courses in African languages, Ayurvedic medicine, Tibetan medicine, Chinese
medicine, Black and Latino agricultural and medical history, community
activism, non-European philosophy and classics, and other means of decentering
the overwhelming whiteness and Eurocentricity of the “impartial” studies of
Science, Philosophy and Classics. We also have active faith that the
Conservatory of Music will make a deliberate effort to move away from
Eurocentric exclusivity in its study, appreciation and canonization of the human
force of music. We have faith that the Oberlin College community will take to
heart that Eurocentricity is an intellectual grounding that predicates the same
white supremacist American racism that killed Trayvon Martin and caused
people in the South to hang from the poplar trees.
Above all, we have thriving and active faith.

The next big question for us back in Spring ‘13 became “how do we
support recruitment and attainment of students and professors of color?”
This is the harder one to achieve since this means more energy, time, and
money the Conservatory doesn’t want to expend.
Think about it: if it turns out that only white, straight, middle-class, cismale students (currently the dominant group within the conservatory)
take courses that educate them on other cultures, is this really helping to
crumble the structures of white supremacy, sexism, patriarchy, classism,
cis-sexism, heterosexism, and ableism surrounding admittance, hiring,
and attainment that take place systematically? Not at all completely, and
worse, it could help to perpetuate and solidify other forms of systemic
oppression.
In one case, it’s great for white students (especially the hipster ones)
because they can build on their practice of cultural eclecticism, but for
POCs, it’s a huge kick in the shins. At the end of the day, there won’t be
enough of us anyway to fill up those classes or teaching positions to
instruct them – courses that we rightfully should have access to, but won’t
because of the normative white-European, hetero, cis, documented,
middle-class, and able-bodied positionality that the conservatory
embodies and requires of its subjects.
After all of these conversations, one of the ways that the con
administration (now headed by Dean Andrea Kalyn) hopes to remedy
some of this is by adding a new administrative position held by Jazz
Professor Dennis Reynolds. This really doesn’t mean much since they
hired him without any student involvement or processes.
Some good news. They plan on creating an MRC conservatory outpost
located within the con that works in conjunction with the current MRC
office and staff. This potentially could serve to bring profound change for
the POCs that are already here or soon to be here. Conservatory POCs,
other folks of marginalized identities, and their allies must continue to
agitate to ensure that this in fact becomes realized.
That’s why the con working group (CWG) exists. If you want to get

A Latino, working-class, welfare-raised, DMV-grown, Opera and
RnB loving, reflection of social justice in the Conservatory of
Music.
Last Spring, 2013, the Conservatory was called out on its overall lack of
accountability towards their students of color and of all marginalized
identities during a series of racist, queerphobic, and anti-Semitic
aggressions that took place throughout the month of February and
March. Some really important questions came up out of the LGBTQ and
POC Conservatory of Music Student Caucus held March 25th and the
Conservatory Wide Open Forum held April 8th. Here are some of the
questions that came out of it.




How is the conservatory implicated in the structures of oppression
that the college also operates under?
What does accountability look like from the conservatory?
How can we create an environment that supports students of
color and of all marginalized identities?

I want to focus on that last bullet and examine why solely having
“cultural diversity” courses aren’t entirely sustainable in providing a
healthier conservatory environment.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Students wanted to see a greater representation of the types of music
and culture provided through curriculum and courses by the
conservatory. So, for instance, improving an African American music
history course would be an example of that. That’s right - one singular
course that is supposed to make up for centuries of inequality for
students and professors of color at Oberlin Con. It’s like putting a bigband aid on an open-wound when in fact you should get stitches,
otherwise, later down the road, the wound will open again.

While providing these types of courses is important in providing an
environment that helps to affirm Black and Brown identities,
experiences, and histories, it is still only one aspect of the equation
towards equity and diversity.
Said plainly, creating a lot of courses oriented around “cultural
diversity” is simply not enough. My anxiety is that a slew of these
band-aids will be implemented but, lamentably, (and here’s the kicker)
these classes won’t have any students or professors of color to fill them
up with.

Acting Right: Re-Introducing Radical Activism to
Oberlin College for the 21st Century
Remarks by Reivin Johnson ’11, April 2010-Revised
Oberlin seeks a diverse and promising student body. Recognizing that diversity broadens
perspectives, Oberlin is dedicated to recruiting a culturally, economically, geographically, and
racially diverse group of students. Interaction with others of widely different backgrounds and
experiences fosters the effective, concerned participation in the larger society so characteristic of
Oberlin graduates. -Oberlin Mission statement: Adopted on November 15, 1977 by the General
Faculty Council
The Old Mission Statement promised the recruitment of diversity and connected it to why all
different types of students deserve an Oberlin Education. The new Strategic Plan does not commit
to increasing the amount of students from underrepresented groups while simultaneously creating a
curriculum that effectively educates on the experiences of oppressed people. This document is
mostly concerned with financial growth in relation to academic achievement and excellence, and
privileges neoliberal ideals when it indicates its desire to: increase Oberlin’s national standing
among other highly selective liberal arts colleges while at the same time decreasing the amount of
money the College spends and increasing its revenue.
At Oberlin College many forget that neoliberalism functions as a way for social justice models to
be co-opted in the name of capitalism. So what does it mean when our administration
continuously ignores the fact that there needs to be more actual diversity while at the same time it’s
honest that it’s focused on increasing its profit? Oberlin competes with other private liberal arts
institutions to attract the most intelligent creative teenagers in order to produce the most liberal
tolerant adults. Oberlin College is a business, the CDR [Cultural Diversity Requirement] is its
corporate diversity tool, and it’s failing…It doesn’t address campus climate. Not all aspects of a
healthy climate necessarily feel positive—indeed, uncomfortable or challenging situations can lead
to increased awareness, understanding, and appreciation. Conversely in an unhealthy environment,
individuals or groups often feel isolated, marginalized, and even unsafe…
Unintentional discrimination appears in the form of angry “safe space” letters published in the
Oberlin Review. When I read these hostile rants, I worry that my peers aren’t getting enough
education on how to best engage with people that are different than them. A lot of students here do
not understand that when you use inflammatory language and uninformed logic to bash the spaces
that house our communities, it comes off as racist, transphobic, and sexist. These students
arguments are privileged because they mostly come from straight white males who feel entitled to
define how we, the people that eat, sleep, socialize, and politically organize in those spaces should
live our lives. The argument against safe spaces is always the same: that in order to learn how to
tolerate each other we have to socially interact more outside the classrooms when it comes to
learning about cultural difference. The idea that the classroom is exempt from the same social
pressures we experience outside of it constructs it as a neutral space where our differences
disappear. This is a detriment to learning how we as students can effectively develop skills of
critical analysis in academic settings.
The current CDR: By observing distinctions in class, ethnicity, gender language, race, religion,
and sexual orientation, students can comprehend the differences that have historically set social
groups apart from one another and develop a greater capacity for intellectual open-mindedness
and tolerance.

Since the CDR was adopted in 1991, there is a much more critical understanding of how
oppression works. Just learning how to tolerate cultural difference through its recognition and
superficial observation is not enough. Miscommunication and disrespect often occur when I
engage in conversations about race. Usually the student I am having discourse with consistently
affirms that they agree with me when I’m being explicit about the fact that we don’t… It’s not
always about adversarial discourse where two students engage in a verbal debate in order to
reach a moral or political conclusion. Adversarial discourse inherently suffers from gender and
racial biases because no matter what as a queer woman of color, when I express my intellectual
ideas with confidence or I’m trying to tell someone that their comment was offensive, I’m
going to come off to certain individuals as too emotional, intimidating, and unreasonable,
where as a white male might come off as just being assertive with his thoughts and opinions.
Why am I always shut down when I position myself as a queer woman of color?
White students are hardly accused of essentializing the white race whenever they talk about
their individual experiences. It is not my fault if someone misinterprets my ideas as
representing the opinions of an entire community. And I do believe that my position as a queer
woman of color is exceptional, because my experience isn’t reflected in the majority of
students Oberlin College. I am a woman of color from Houma, Louisiana who group up in a
Southern Baptist black creole family with a Cajun heritage that didn’t like to talk about the fact
that I was queer. They tolerated it, but didn’t openly accept who I was. Born to a single mother
who had me when she was in college, I grew up in small houses and flimsy trailers and never
knew my latino father. A strange light-skin gothic teenager who always seemed a little too farleft for southern Louisiana, I live in Terrebonne Parish south of New Orleans. I’m only an hour
away from the gulf where currently the environmental concern of coastal erosion has been
subsumed by the oil spill there a couple of weeks ago.
Sometimes I wonder if the CDR were effective then maybe less students would ask
me about my Hurricane Katrina experience when they first meet me. Now these are all well
intended and I appreciate the concern, but these questions always put me in a vulnerable
position. Sometimes I can’t get through the conversation without crying depending on whose
asking or where I’m being asked. It’s not that I don’t want to share this experience with the
world, but some students here don’t know when it’s appropriate to talk about people’s
experiences of trauma…
Fearless, is a lie. We all experience fear when it comes to doing the work of
dismantling oppression. You can’t be fearless in the face of these issues, because then you’re
less likely to do the important interpersonal work that it takes to keep learning about others
through a better understanding of ourselves. We usually don’t think of that guilty feeling as the
fear of admitting privilege, but in an environment where people are hated on for being too
politically correct, no wonder people are scared.
We need to demand more diversity while we fight for the transformation of our Cultural
Diversity Requirement. We don’t have to separate the two because they are both tied together.
When there is less diversity in the classroom then we must address issues of power and
oppression when we talk about culture...If there is a decrease of funds for the College, then
radical students must not concede to this excuse. We must continuously pressure the
administration to commit to always privileging the experiences of those who can’t afford to
pay. There is virtually no commitment whatsoever to integrate disability into the College’s
definition of worthy diversity, and that’s a problem.

Mi casa is their casa.
Hola a todos ustedes Latina/os que han llegado aqui. Wuts up to all
the Latina/o folks who’ve made it this far! Les tengo una información
que les ayudará mucho, entonces por favor, ESCUCHENME! Gota little
info for u that’ll help these next 4 years: La Casa Hispanica is not a
space meant for you. La Casa no es para ti.
La Casa Hispanica is not a space designed for Latina/os. It’s especially
not a space for Afro-Latina/os. It’s a language house, not a cultural
heritage house, like A-House is, so don’t get it twisted. You are better
off in TWH, for real (not to say that you can’t find dope people in La
Casa!) The problem lies mostly in the Hispanic Studies Dept. and Latin
American Studies Dept. While they are great in a lot of ways (get to
travel, practice language skills, and learn histories of imperialism,
colonialism, genocide, migration, resistance, and agency) they fail to
affirm Latina/os contemporary histories within a U.S. and
transnational context. (See CAS dept. for all that) They also fail to
serve their Latina/o students beyond the classroom. But there is tons
of potential for La Casa to be great. In order to improve campus life
for Latina/os, they need to give us a dorm. A space to congregate,
share experiences, shape our Latinidad, talk about histories of
migration and poverty, and to just chill with our hermanas/os. That
dorm is La Casa and it needs to be renamed to Latin@ Heritage House,
me entienden? **To professors of Español, stop policing our Spanish!
We are really sensitive about our heritage language since folks have
always made us feel bad about it. **To white people wanting to
practice your Spanish on us. Don’t.
If there is one thing that Latina/os need to continue advocating for,
it’s a real space. “Spanish table” located in Stevenson and La Casa are
spaces that have been historically for white people who either have an
unacknowledged feticization, general interest, or radical alliance with
the folks who embody and practice our various cultures (or all three).
However, we need to advocate for La Casa to function for la gente we
intend it to function for. Last year, not only did we comprise of only
5.9% of the student body (172 students in total), but the HISP and LAS
depts. use our language and give it to white folks on campus. Insult
over injury not OK. As blogger Fabian Romero said, “why is it more
comfortable to see a white person speak Spanish than it is for a
Latina/o to speak it?”
Challenge set: Let’s get that dorm by Fall, 2016. Si se puede.

Examples of male privilege perpetuated…

 Institutionally: Cis-gender men generally have greater access to the
Oberlin College administration than female or trans* students (if you are
wondering why this is, keep in mind that the college administration is
largely made up of cis-gender men, and think to yourself—whom has
society granted the confidence to seek out and develop relationships with
people in positions of power?)
 Interpersonally: Sexist jokes, sexual harassment, men being
condescending towards others based on gender, men ignoring others
based on gender etc.
 Internalized: Folks may speak less frequently in class because they feel
marginalized, unsafe, less important etc. based on their gender identities
Some Reminders for Cis-Men
1. This is not about you
2. Feminism is not a contest
3. Your guilt about your privilege(s) is not constructive (for clarification,
see note 1)
OH AND ALSO….
Male privilege does not exist in a vacuum – we cannot address issues of
male privilege without addressing racism, sexism, classism, queer and
trans* phobia, educational privilege, ableism etc. We must look at the
interlocking systems that create, promote and maintain all of these forms
of privilege and oppression in our society if we are to dismantle them.
Check yourself: Evaluate your responses when folks with marginalized
gender identities speak up and act (Do terms like naggy, annoying etc come
to mind? Do you question their intelligence? We often fail to realized when
these impulses are based on gender.)
--Would you have to same reaction to a cisgender man?
It’s all about SELF-EDUCATION. Reach out to women, trans* folks, and
other people of varying genders if you want to be an ally and ask how you
can be supportive. It’s great to ask them questions but it’s even BETTER to
read feminist texts, to learn from classes and meetings, to discuss with
other cis-men how to reject sexism and to LISTEN to folks of other genders
and how they experience sexism.

Oberlin Student Cooperative Association (OSCA): A Radical Queer
Perspective
What Is OSCA?: First off, living and dining in OSCA is about 6,000
dollars cheaper than campus dining and housing. OSCA is a giant
cooperative on this campus that is both autonomous and connected with
Oberlin. There are over 600 members in OSCA. OSCA is a space that
allows for autonomy, collectivity, and a real opportunity to create a space
run and defined by an array of dynamic youth. OSCA is maintained by the
students and a small staff. Co-ops are cleaned up and sustained by the
members. The students get the toilet paper, cook, scrub floors, decide
policies, and attempt to create intentional spaces. OSCA can be an
awesome experience that makes people realize the work that so many
people do daily to maintain the facilities people use. Cooking, cleaning,
and running a space makes you grow and appreciate a lot. It is a great
option to look into, however you are encouraged to research the history
yourself.
Food & Culture: A lot of OSCA’s food is local and organic which is
awesome. Often, different co-ops have different kinds of “standard”
meals. For example, Fairkid is the primarily vegan co-op. Depending on
who’s cooking the food can be very tasty. Although, cooks often fail to
acknowledge the diverse cultural foods people may eat. This is not okay
cause it tends to exclude a lot of people and render their heritage
invisible.
SIDE NOTE: Fair trade is different from vegan. I feel the need to state that
truth. Often, not always, in OSCA people describe themselves as
conscious vegans not wanting to harm the earth, and wanting equality,
health, and transparency in the food they consume and what is in it.
However, they treat people who they interact with in terrible, racist,
ablest, sexist, and classist ways. How then, can vegans often forget that
being humane means that humans must be treated with respect, paid
fair wages, have affordable health, child, mental, and food care and not
be exploited?

Often in co-ops people eat ethical food. That’s legit, but why don’t
we see that only way to actually have ethical food is to completely
change our food system? How can people even speak to something
like ethics while not recognizing how we interact with PEOPLE on a
daily basis.
We must LEARN how to be CRITICAL AND INCLUSIVE. This means
RESEARCH products the co-op uses like earth balance, chocolate,
almond breeze, bananas, but also be conscious of the socio-political
dynamics of the space as well. The Nicaragua Sister Partnership is
another important aspect of OSCA, in order to show solidarity with
the people of Nicaragua we do not buy bananas.
Also, yes everyone is expected to contribute in the maintenance of
OSCA. However, that need not be defined in such a narrow way.
OSCA is making ramps and infrastructure to be more accessible. Yet,
OSCA still has no accommodating policies for people to contribute in
different ways if they can’t wash dishes, or do the crews, or some
things that are currently expected from every member of OSCA.
Accessibility is truly an all-around problem in OSCA, and a lot of
people who have been directly affected by OSCA’s stringency have
proposed lots of ideas about how to make sure people can coalesce
in a space and do their part in different but equally valuable ways.
Most of the membership in OSCA can be a pretty inclusive space for
hipsters, LGBTQ folks and hippies. It also can be a very homogenous
space- a space that is ravaged with privileged folks who think that
eating vegan chocolate means that they have good politics. Many
White people also frolic around with dreads, barefoot, with their
rooms littered with cloths and sacred ornaments that they have reappropriated. This is not to say that there is only one Oberlin
subculture, instead it is to recognize how people appropriate
cultures, with little critical reflection. Often OSCA members make
futile and genuine attempts to address some of the issues, yet Third
World Co-op (a safe space for people of color and low-income folks)
remains the only space where the vast majority of the members
aren’t white and wealthy.

Male Privilege
Before we begin, a cautionary note: before reading this, know that the following
may make you uncomfortable if you are masculine identified. This will be hard
because you are socialized to value masculinity over femininity. You are
socialized to accept patriarchal social systems. It’s important to not only learn
practices of rejecting sexism but also to be consistently UNLEARNING
socialization every single day, such that you are an impactful and active feminist!
WORKING DEFINITIONS
Male Privilege: Unearned power, rights and status that is conferred to folks
who are perceived as male or masculine
Patriarchy: A social/ political system in which masculinity is valued and
centered over femininity and especially, cis-gendered men are in positions of
power and authority and the system is meant to benefit masculine, cisgendered males.
Gender: A social construction in which we assign inherent characteristics to
perceived gender identities (ex. seeing someone wearing a skirt and assuming
they’re a woman)
Gender Identity: How you personally identify with a gender (someone who
identifies as transgender, multi-gendered, a man, a woman etc)
Cis-gender: When you identify with your assigned gender/sex
Problems with Male Privilege in Activism and Discussion Space
1. Taking up space (when and how loud/often men speak)
2. Consistently interrupting
3. Acknowledging male privilege to take up more space and gain more
power
4. Assuming that acknowledgment of male privilege exempts you from
acting out of that privilege (“I know I am talking a lot, but…”)
The belief that verbal affirmation is allyship—just agreeing with what
women and trans*folks tell you about male privilege is not enough.
5.

What does male privilege look like?
Access to power or dominance on the basis of gender – whether in work
environments, relationships, or social interactions—through confidence,
legitimacy, and attention.

DON'T BE AN ASSHOLE:
A GUIDE TO BEING A COLLEGE STUDENT IN THE TOWN OF OBERLIN
Hi! Welcome to Oberlin College! You’re now a student at one of the most prestigious
colleges anywhere. More than that, you’re a resident in a town with a complicated
history, where not everyone thinks Oberlin students are heaven-sent Superhumans.
There are a whole range of opinions in town about students and the college. And if
you’re gonna spend the next four years (or more) here, even if you never leave the
comfort of the college bubble, you will still be a part of a system that gives you a lot of
student privilege, and you should know what that means.
First, the Oberlin College is the largest land owner and largest employer in town. As a
non-profit, it pays no taxes. So, basically, every piece of property the college owns (and
they will never tell you all the random properties in town they own) is lost tax money to
the city. So, should the college pay the equivalent of taxes to the city? Or does the
college already do so much for the town that it doesn’t need to? And more importantly,
what are you doing to give back to the community that supports the college?
Finally, voting.
There are a lot of opinions on students voting. The argument against it goes like this:
students are liberal, vote for tax increases, but don’t pay them (and neither does the
college). Oberlin is tied with 4 other school districts for highest school tax rates. Many
folks who have lived in Oberlin for decades struggle to afford the high tax rates here.
Others think that students are crucial for supporting progressive ideals in the town, and
that students are a critical part of Oberlin. Students helped elect the City Councils that
stopped a coal plant from being built in Oberlin and that helped protect undocumented
workers in town. Both of these Council votes were decided 4-3, and couldn’t have
happened without OC students.
Others say that students are actually the most stable constituency in the community every year, you can count on their being just shy of 3,000 students in Oberlin whose lives
will be affected by the votes of previous students and community members. Basic First
Step: Educate Yourself. Don’t vote on things you don’t understand, and maybe consider
asking some community members their thoughts on issues before voting. And ask
yourself: how can you be involved in undoing your privilege and using your knowledge
and opportunities to truly benefit communities in town?
Charles Mosher, Oberlin News-Tribune editor, 1944: “They personally had nothing to
lose, not even their reputations. They leave Oberlin in June and others must bear the
responsibility for repairing the damage they created.”

the college as a gated community
Oberlin College's “No Trespass” List
Kept hidden from public scrutiny, the "No Trespass" list is administered by Oberlin
College's Safety & Security. The names of Oberlin community members (College
students cannot be added to the list) are added to the "No Trespass" list in response to a
wide and vaguely defined range of activities including but not limited to skateboarding,
tagging, theft, physical assault, drug and alcohol use and sales, "interrupting business",
"unauthorized presence", sexual violence, "menacing", "stalking", burglary, toting a
weapon, or simply making too much noise.
...[Anyone on the list] can be stopped by Safety & Security and subsequently arrested by
OPD for walking on ANY Oberlin College property. This includes spaces often shared
by College students and community members: sidewalks, village housing owned by the
College, Mudd library, the 'Sco, Phillips Gymnasium, the art library, and "public"
parks. But does the "No Trespass" list really keep us safe? Names are added to the "No
Trespass" list indefinitely. It is difficult (but not impossible) to remove your name from
the list . --One Town Campaign
This policy upholds a double standard and encourages and relies on racial profiling. The
policy does not acknowledge that harm and violence are caused by both college students
and other community members and fails to address the root cause of those problems.
Instead, the policy cuts community members off from a huge (and ever-expanding)
portion of their town and focuses on punishment and exclusion.
What if instead of exacerbating the division and tension between the college and the rest
of the town, the college focused on building community, making its abundant resources
available to everyone in Oberlin, and reducing harm in non-punitive ways?
In response to these on-going issues, the One Town Campaign started in February 2013
as a group of community and college members and held multiple public forums. It is
currently working towards revising the college policy and implementing a community
board and continuing to address these issues.
Visit onetowncampaign.com
Email the One Town Campaign at onetowncampaign@gmail.com
Check out their video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yztc20rKak
Another concern is the Oberlin Project and the Green Arts District—an economic and
community development project that many feel as lacked open community input and
may lead to gentrification—exacerbating many of the same root problems.

1.Oberlin Community Services provides food and other services to lowincome folks from Oberlin and southern Lorain County. They are usually
really good at giving OC students meaningful volunteer opportunities check
them out! Talk to Alex Toutant: alexander.toutant@gmail.com
2. Zion Community Development Corporation (Zion CDC) works on
development and employment opportunities in Oberlin.
3. First Church is the oldest church in town. They are very progressive, have
weekly Wednesday dinners with programs, and lots of music.
4. Peace Community Church has monthly “Peace Potlucks” focused on
justice issues and is a hub for Communities for Safe & Sustainable Energy,
the community anti-fracking group.
5. Christ Episcopal Church hosts Hot Meals on weekdays from 5:00-5:30.
Basically, free dinner for anyone who wants or needs it in the community.
You can check it out if you like, or volunteer there-it's a great chance to get
off campus and meet some of the other folks who live in Oberlin.
6. Pittsfield Township is the township directly south of us, they just rallied to
defeat a human waste lagoon that would have been built near people's
homes right by the highway. They rock!
7. Oberlin Public Library is well utilized by all folks in the Oberlin community,
young and old, students and non-college affiliated folks. A great place to host
events that you want to be safe for community members (including those on
the Trespass List). [its also on the other side of the street; our bad]
8. Kendal is a retirement home in town that is primarily for upper-income
folks. It has a number of ways for students to get involved, and its residents
are at least as busy as Oberlin students (and many are grads/former profs).
9. Oberlin High School is the only public school in the state with an
International Baccalaureate program, and has a lot of great opportunities for
youth and many teachers are willing to work with OC students in tutoring
high schoolers.
10. Joint Vocational School (JVS) is located just south of town, directly
across the road from Walmart. They provide a school focused on technical
training for high school age youth. However, Oberlin still lacks opportunities
and employment for lots of young adults.
11. Eastwood Elementary is for Kindergarten-2nd grade; among the cool
things here is the Outdoor Classroom (take the Exco!).
12. Prospect Elementary is for 3rd-5th graders; it has a garden and tutoring
opportunities.
13. Langston Middle School has great after-school programs like Girls In
Motion (girls empowerment through dance, movement, and other creative
activities) which you can volunteer with.

Is there an alternative?
Responsible Investing (RI) is an investment strategy which combines the intentions to
maximize both financial return and social good. It is a set of tools and practices that take
into account social and ecological responsibility to ensure that our money is used in
ways that we can be proud of. Responsible investment cares about the triple bottom
line: people, profit, planet.

Community Investment:
Any kind of investment that
directly benefits the
community. While the
investor aims to make a
profit, the control over the
use of invested capital rests in
the institutions rather than
the investor.

Shareholder Responsibility: The act of
using an equity stake in a corporation to
put public pressure on its management.

[1]Oberlin College Financial Report (year end
June 2012)
http://new.oberlin.edu/dotAsset/4886531.p
df [2]REC Responsible Investing Handbook
http://www.endowmentethics.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/07/StudentHandbook-5th-Edition.pdf
[3]Oberlin Transparency Projecthttps://sites.google.com/site/theoberlintran
sparencyproject/home
[4]RIO Booklet

Positive Screening/Impact:
Proactively seeking companies that
have more enlightened practices when
it comes to social and environmental
responsibility (vs. negative
screening/divestment).

Divestment is probably the most
well-known method of RI.
Divestment is the act of selling all of
one’s shares of a company or type of
asset One of the most successful
campaigns was the divestment
movement around ending apartheid
in South Africa. You’ve probably
heard of the Divest from Fossil Fuel
campaign being led by 350.org that
is currently making some serious
headway across the United States.
Students for a Free Palestine have
been organizing a campaign here at
Oberlin calling for the divestment
from companies that materially
support or profit from Israel’s
Occupation and colonization.

-The Responsible Investing Organization (RIO), a student organization, envisions
an investment portfolio that Oberlin can be proud of, one that prioritizes social
and environmental impacts within our community as well as around the world.
Over the past year we have focused primarily on impact/community investment,
urging students to move their money into local credit unions. In collaboration with
the student Finance Committee, RIO also worked with Oberlin College to open a
certificate of Deposit (CD) in a local credit union.

What’s the deal with all the $$$??
Oberlin College has a lot of money that comes from an array of different sources . Those
sources will be described more in detail later but generally they include things like
tuition, grants, donations, and investment earnings. Basically, all of the incoming money
goes to one of 2 places. The first, is the operating budget. the second, the endowment.
The operating budget is all the money that is used to run the college. This is where your
tuition goes. The operating budget is close to $150 million and goes to things like heating
the buildings, housing and feeding us, paying Oberlin’s staff, running all of the amenities
and offices on campus. All of the things that keep our school running from day to day.
For the most part its pretty straight forward--whatever money goes into the account gets
spent. The endowment is equivalent to the college’s savings account. Oberlin College
has an endowment worth over $600 million[1]. The endowment’s money comes from
donations and investment revenue[3]. What does the college do with all of this money?
Some of the revenues go to the operating budget and the remainder go back into the
endowment to be reinvested. The endowment is used to provide long-term funding for
student financial aid, support faculty compensation and fund academic programs.
How does this endowed $$ get invested?
The endowment is split up and invested in many different places. We can see a
breakdown from Oberlin’s Financial Report from June 2012 [1]. This breakdown is
really only a small piece of the puzzle but from these numbers you can start to get a
general sense of Oberlin’s investments and priorities. A large amount of Oberlin’s money
is in comingled holdings: rather than invest in individual stocks, Oberlin chooses to
invest in bundles of lots of different stocks.
Do we know what we’re invested in?
NO! Oberlin doesn’t really like to tell
students where our money is invested
(or exactly how it is spent for that
matter). The easiest way for the
administration to do what it wants
without much pushback is for them to
refuse to disclose this information.
Why is transparency such a big deal?
If student groups like the SFC and
the Green Edge Fund do it, why don’t
the trustees?
Transparency is a huge deal.
Transparency is the biggest way that
the administration can remain
accountable to it’s students. If we, as
students can’t see what the college does
with it’s money, it makes it a lot harder
for us to bring specific complaints and
proposals to the administration.

How Are Decisions Made in Oberlin College?

There is a great chart of how this college is run available through the
college at this website: how.oberlin.edu/static/documents/admin.pdf
At the top of this “Administrative Structure” are the Board of Trustees.

The Board of Trustees are made up of 32 grads, many of whom are
wealthy. Some are elected by the board, some by all Oberlin alumni, and three
are Class Trustees: one grad from each of the last three years. Class Trustees
serve for three years and are the first connection between the Board and students.
Currently, they are: Asishana Osha ‘10, Luke Squire ‘11, and Inyang Udo-Inyan
‘12, and they can all be reached at classtrustees@communications.oberlin.edu

The Trustees make sure the college stays financially afloat. They don’t
deal with day-to-day affairs; they make big-picture financial decisions. They
come to campus four weekends a year (the next is October 10-12!). Much of their
work is done in committees, here are some important ones:
Capital Planning Chair: Will Lewis, Vice-chair: Karen Florini. Makes
decisions about buildings, etc., so is really important for campus sustainability.
Karen is the best Trustee ally on sustainability issues (even if she seems very
moderate by some Obies’ standards)
Investment Chair: Tom Kutzen. Decides which corporations (or which
hedge funds, who then choose corporations, like ExxonMobil) we invest in.
Student Affairs Chair: Dinette Wineberg. Discusses-you guessed itstudent affairs; this includes everything from recruitment and admissions (such
as need- sensitive admissions, affirmative action, etc.) to athletics, mental health
and wellness, and student services. This committee has no standing re:
academics, as the classroom (and Oberlin more broadly) are entirely facultygoverned.

